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	A proven approach to trading success based on the best commodity trading advisors


	Profiting from long-term trends is the most common path to success for traders. The challenge is recognizing the emergence of a trend and determining where to enter and exit the market. The Trend Following Bible shows individual traders and investors how to profit from this approach by trading like today's top commodity trading advisors.


	In this book, author Andrew Abraham stresses the importance of a disciplined, consistent methodology, with stringent risk controls, that allows you to catch big trends, while limiting losses on unprofitable trades. By trading in this manner, he shows you how to successfully achieve market-beating returns over the long term and multiple your trading capital along the way.

	
		Reveals exactly how top commodity trading advisors operate and how individuals can incorporate these methods into their everyday trading endeavors
	
		Addresses key issues like position sizing and risk control, which are critical to trading success, but often underemphasized in other trading literature
	
		Highlights how to effectively execute the trading strategies outlined



	Engaging and accessible, The Trend Following Bible will put you in a better position to profit as you make more informed trading decisions.
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Privacy and Anonymity in Information Management Systems: New Techniques for New Practical ProblemsSpringer, 2010

	As depicted in David Lodge’s celebrated novel Small World, the perceived size of our world experienced a progressive decrease as jet airplanes became affordable to ever greater shares of the earth’s population. Yet, the really dramatic shrinking had to wait until the mid-1990s, when Internet became widespread and the information...
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Canon EOS-1Ds Mark III Digital Field GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Essential, no-fail photography techniques in a full-color, portable guide

Confidently create beautiful photographs with the powerful features on your Canon EOS 1Ds Mark III camera and this essential guide.  A workhorse camera for photojournalists and sports and wildlife photographers, the 1Ds Mark III yields spectacular results, once you...
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Agent-Mediated Electronic Commerce. Automated Negotiation and Strategy Design for Electronic MarketsSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the joint International Workshops on Trading Agent Design and Analysis, TADA 2006, and on Agent Mediated Electronic Commerce, AMEC VIII 2006, held in Hakodate, Japan, in May 2006 as an associated event of AAMAS 2006, the 5th International Joint Conference on Autonomous Agents and...
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IPsec Virtual Private Network FundamentalsCisco Press, 2006
An introduction to designing and configuring Cisco IPsec VPNs

	
    Understand the basics of the IPsec protocol and learn implementation best practices

    
	
    Study up-to-date IPsec design, incorporating current Cisco innovations in the security and...
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Wireless Sensor Networks: Architectures and ProtocolsAuerbach Publications, 2003
This book describes how to build wireless sensor networks, from the layers of communication protocols through the design of network nodes. It summarizes the multiple applications of wireless sensor networks, then discusses network device design and the requirements that foster the successful performance of these applications. The book discusses...
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Understanding .NET (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2006
Microsoft's .NET is revolutionizing Windows-based software development. Since its initial release in 2002, .NET has changed significantly, becoming the foundation for a new generation of Windows applications. The .NET Framework and Visual Studio, the two core aspects of this initiative, provide a multilanguage environment in which developers can...
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